Early detection of secondary caries using quantitative, light-induced fluorescence.
The authors hypothesize that the arrestment and remineralization of these lesions could be improved if secondary caries could be detected and monitored at earlier stages. Traditional diagnostic techniques detect secondary caries when it is relatively advanced and when significant tissue has been lost. This in vitro study evaluated the Quantitative Light-induced Fluorescence (QLF) system for detecting and monitoring demineralization surrounding tooth-colored restorations. This investigation was divided into three studies. The first study evaluated QLF for the detection and measurement of chemically induced lesions surrounding resin composite restorations. The second study evaluated QLF for the detection of demineralization around different tooth-colored restorations (glass ionomer, resin composite, compomer and smart material) created in a microbial caries model. Finally, the third study tested whether QLF was effective at detecting early wall lesions adjacent to resin composite restorations. Data from Study 1 demonstrated the potential for QLF to detect very early secondary caries and to distinguish between the different stages of early demineralization. Study 2 confirmed the potential for QLF to detect early secondary caries created by cariogenic bacteria and concluded that the four types of materials differed in their ability to prevent secondary caries in this model, with the glass ionomer being the most effective and the non-fluoride releasing composite performing the worst, which allowed for the development of larger lesions. The results of Study 3 suggest a potential application of the QLF system to detect early wall lesions. Data from this investigation strongly suggest that QLF is a potentially viable technology to detect and monitor early secondary caries.